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Abstract: — Now-a-days, vast amount of data is generated daily on the web. Data on the web is in the form of e-journals, enewspapers, web pages etc. The most of the data is in the form of English language. So, different techniques are developed for
management of English documents. But due to the development of regional languages the data in regional languages is also
available in valuable amount. The vast amount of data causes problems in its management. So, Automatic classification of
documents raises much more attention in few decades. Automatic classification is the task of assigning predefined category to the
unlabelled documents. This gives the class to the document to which it actually belongs. Automatic classification frees the
organizations to handle the large amount of documents manually and enhance the retrieval process. It can be concluded that
number of classification techniques are available. But for different data length same technique gives different accuracy.
Index Terms—Automatic Classification, K nearest Neighbour (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), Neural Network, Vector Space Model
(VSM).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Now-a-days, classification is the major
task to handle the vast amount of data in proper manner.
Automatic classification is the process of assigning
predefined categories to the uncategorized documents.
Automatic classification assigns the label to unlabelled
documents. After label assignment they are considered to
the particular category. Automatic Classification increases
the readability of documents by decreasing its retrieval time.
Automatic classification frees the organizations from
manually work which are very time consuming process [1],
[2]. This paper describes the different uses of classification,
issues in the classification and various classification
techniques.

II.

APPLICATIONS OF DOCUMENT
CLASSIFICATION

A. Document classification is need of every organization
and it has following applications [3], [4]:
1. Fast Retrieval: Document classification enables the
fast retrieval of documents related to particular
category. From uncategorized documents, it is very
difficult to find the particular document. Automatic
classification increases the rate of retrieval of
documents of particular category.
2. Sentimental Analysis: Document classification also
determines the attitude of writer or speaker of
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III.

particular document. Automatic classification helps for
sentimental analysis, which gives the reaction of
reader with respect to the documents of various
categories.
Knowledge Reuse: Document classification enhances
the knowledge reuse. The user that wants the
knowledge about the various topics does not suffer
with the problems of finding them from unstructured
data. Knowledge of one document of specific category
is reused efficiently and effectively by automatic
classification.
Readability Assessment: Document classification
maximizes the readability of documents. Automatic
classification is the task that categorizes the
documents, so it maximizes the readability of
documents of particular category.
Automated Indexing: Documents are automatically
indexed when they categorized into particular
category.
ISSUES IN DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION

Document classification is necessary but at same
time there are many issues in this field. Document
classification has following issues [5]:
1.

Document Type: Document type refers to the content in
document and the size of document. The documents of
same category may give variations in results depends
upon the size of them and the language used in them.
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2.

Classifier Type: When documents are classified the
type of classifier used is necessary question. For
different types of documents with different length, the
different types of classifier are used.
IV.

CLASSIFICATION MODEL

To design the classifier the basic needs are to
collect the data and labels. Then find the features from these
data sets and choose any classification technique. Train the
classifier with collected data and then test the accuracy of
classifier with test data which is odd one from the train data
[6], [7]. Classification Model is represented by Fig. 1.
Classification model consist of two phases training
phase and testing phase.

Fig. 1 Classification Model
1.

2.

Training phase: Training phase consist of set of
documents which consists the predefined labels on
the basis of their features such as terms and content.
Documents in training set are labeled documents
which help to classify the new documents.
Testing phase: Testing phase consist the set of
documents which are initially unlabelled and given
to the trained system to assigning them labels based
on their terms and content.

These two phases further contains the three sub phases:
i. Pre-processing phase: This phase includes
tokenization, digit removal, punctuation
removal, stop words removal and stemming.
ii. Feature extraction phase: It consist of statistical
approach to extract relevant features from the
documents.
iii. Processing steps: This last phase applies text
classification algorithms to the extracted features
to classify the documents into classes in testing
phase.

V.

CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES

Classification is major need to handle the different
types of documents. So there are many classification
techniques are developed.
 Rule Based Classification
 K Nearest Neighbour
 Naive Bayes
 Neural Networks
 Support Vector Machine
 Semantic Based Classification
 Decision Tree
 Vector Space Model
Rule Based Classification: Rule based classification is the
simplest technique amongst all techniques. In this the
classification is performed on the basis of formation of
rules. The train set is used for the formation of rules and
then those rules are used for test set. The rules are formed
by different methods based on the categories. Rules in rule
based classification stores in knowledge base and those rules
are retrieved when test documents are given to the classifier.
The classifier gives the results according to the rules in
knowledge base [4].
K Nearest Neighbour: KNN is instance learning technique.
In this classification technique the classification is based on
the k set of samples. In KNN predefined samples are used
for training purpose. The new sample is categorized on the
bases of existing training samples by measuring the distance
between them without considering sample labels. The label
is assigned to the new sample similar to those with which its
distance measure is smaller. In KNN train set contains the
sample with features such as x1, x2, x3… xk and the new
sample y is categorized on the basis of train set samples as
f(y) = { x1, x2, x3… xk }.
KNN generally works on the distance metrics. The most
common distance metric is used Euclidean distance as in
equation (1), other variations in Euclidean distance are
Manhattan and Minkowski distance measures shown by
equations (2) and (3) respectively. Large the value of k more
precise results are developed [8]-[11].
Euclidean Distance: √∑

(1)

Manhattan: ∑

(2)

Minkowski: ∑
(3)
Naive Bayes: Naive Bayes is supervised learning technique
based on Bayes theorem with naive assumption of
independence between the set of pairs of features. Naive
Bayes classification is based on the posterior probability and
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maximum likelihood calculations of the documents as
shown by equations (4) and (5).
(4)
(5)
In this the documents are treated as bag of words
and then for each word, respective posterior probability and
likelihood is calculated. Then the Naive Bayes theorem is
applied to find the class label of particular document. Naive
Bayes is generally works on the feature extracted from the
document. The feature assumption made the features
irrelevant; consequently one feature does not affect another
feature. The Naive Bayes classifier is trained by small
amount of train data to estimate features required for
classification process [10], [16]-[18].
Neural Networks: Neural network is set of
interconnected nodes called neurons which are inspired
from human neuron system. Neural network is the layered
web which contains set of nodes and layers. A neural
network contains the set of layers such as input layer,
hidden layer and output layer. Input layer is used for input
and a hidden layer performs the complex computations
which are necessary for the classification and output layer
gives the classification results.

Fig. 2 Neural Networks
Nodes in the neural network are connected by the
set of weighted vectors. Each node contains the different
activation scores. Activation scores of a node are the
combination of incoming vector weights. Different nodes
have different activation scores which are used for
classification purpose [12]-[15]. Neural Networks are
represented by Fig. 2.
Support vector Machine: Support vector machine is
supervised classification technique, in which the documents
are classified on the basis of hyperplanes. In this
classification technique training data set is given with labels
and algorithm outputs the hyperplanes which classify the
test data set into predefined class labels. In support vector

machine, those hyperplanes are considered which passes
through the maximum train data set. It is the vector space
based technique, in which the goal is to be find decision
boundary (hyperplane) between two documents to assign
class label to them [19]-[22].
Semantic Based Classification: Semantic Based
classification techniques use the semantic relationship
between the words of documents. In this method the
documents are treated as the bag of words and then
classification is performed on the basis of relationship
between them. Semantic based techniques use the word net
approach for classification. Different wordnet approaches
are used for classification technique. Semantic based
classification considers the relationship between the words
of documents and also depends upon the meaning of each
word. In this documents are compared by the relationships
and the meanings of words. Similarity between two
documents is based on the meaning of the words included in
them. If the words of different documents are shows the
similar meanings then they are classified as of same class
label [25]-[27].
Decision Tree: Decision tree is the simplest classification
technique. In this, training documents are manually
classified by using simple true/false queries. Decision tree
consist of nodes (root node and leaf nodes) and links
between those nodes. The leaf node of tree defines the class
label and links defines features that lead to those class
labels. In decision tree classification the documents are
given to the root node and goes down to the leaf nodes by
satisfying the queries on the links. At the end document
goes to the leaf node which represent its class label most
appropriately [6], [23], [24]. Decision tree is represented by
Fig. 3.
The key requirements of decision tree are as following.
 Attribute value description
 Predefined classes
 Sufficient data

Fig. 3 Decision Tree
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Vector Space Model: Vector space model is an algebraic
model in which the text documents are represented as
vectors. Vector space model is used for information
filtering, retrieval and classification. In vector space model
the term of documents are represented as axis in space and
the documents are represented as vector of the sum of all
terms in that document. Vector space model use the train set
and test set to classify the documents. In this, term
frequency of each term in the documents is calculated. Term
frequency is number of times the term appears in the
document [28].
Vector space model also find the inverse document
frequency of each term in the document. The inverse
document frequency shows that the rare terms i.e. terms
with smaller term frequency also important to the document.
Then by using term frequency (TF) and inverse document
frequency (IDF) weight is assigned to each term. Vector
space model use various coefficients to find out similarity.
One of these coefficients is selected according to the
problem to assign class label to the input document on the
basis of calculated weights. In this weights are not binary
and calculations are very easy to compute [11], [12], [18],
[29], [30]. Vector Space Model is represented by Fig. 4.
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